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HOTEL KEY PENDANT�

	 The key pendant to hotel rooms is an exceptionally important and�
key element in the business of a hotel.�
�
	 For difference from pendants in a business building, the hotel key�
pendant must meet further more complex requirements.�

	 The main requirements a hotel key pendant must meet are>
	 - The pendant to be sufficiently great that on the way between the�
               room and the reception desk could not involuntarily be put into the�
               pocket and passed by the reception desk.�
	 - To be light in weight, of blunt edges and designed so that nobody,�
               especially the children, could get hurt in a hurrying by falling down�
               or even on purpose.�
	 - Its color to be apparent so that it could be easily found in the disorder�
               of the room.�
	 - The room number on it to be made so, that it by no means could�
               be damaged or destroyed, accidentally or on purpose.�
	 - The key ring must be specially made and designed for this purpose,�
              so that the key could not be removed by hand.�
	 - The pendant must not cause the damage to the furniture, to the�
               reception desk and to the tables in everyday use.�
	 - The pendant, if possible, ought to be the standard product of a bigger�
               producer, so that spare or new ones could be provided even a longer�
              series of years later, and be entirely identical to the present ones.�

	 Considering so complex requirements, the greatest producer in this�
field, the American company NEW HERMES with an experience of 50 years�
in their production program they have kept back only one kind of hotel key�
pendant. The pendant type symbolically called 2000 meets all above mentioned�
conditions, and is winning by its likeableness. �

�
dimension> The pendant is 100 mm long, 30-40 mm wide and 2-10 mm thick.�

color> Anodized aluminum of golden color.�

material> Electrolytic aluminum, steel chromium coated ring, a special gold�
gum that does not wipe down.          

production technique> Engraving with the CNC machine.

         All hotel keepers do know that the first thing the guest comes into�
contact with and the last he or she gets separated from is the hotel pendant. 

*On special request the logotype of the hotel may be engraved on the other side of the pendant.   
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